
Last month, the world was taken by storm by the events 

of the Ever Given ship blocking the Suez Canal waterway 

(and, subsequently, 12% of global trade) for six days.  

 

While, no doubt like many of you, I was mesmerized by 

the sheer absurdity of the story and the associated clever 

memes, I found my thoughts turning in a more unusual 

direction — for me, this incident was a case of life  

imitating work.  

 

The parallels between this cataclysmic global event and 

the everyday obstacles law firms face in implementing 

retention programs are surprisingly numerous. 

 

Back Burner Risk Management 

“Nobody likes risk because risk is money. What this is  

telling us is that we kind of underestimated the risk…” 

 

If you’re a risk management or information governance 

practitioner, you may be used to hearing language about 

your organization’s risk tolerance along these lines  

regarding retention and disposition compliance.  

 

We know enacting retention is good for us, we under-

stand the risks in waiting, but there are other projects 

priorities this fiscal year…  
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Much like the Suez Canal was a known “chokepoint” for 

years in the global shipping economy, most law firms have 

known pile-ups of physical records taking up space in 

offsite storage warehouse, in archives and in offices.  

 

It’s tempting to take a “back burner” approach to retention 

and disposition, because it seems so overwhelming in  

nature and volume to tackle — until that heat jumps  

front and center. 

 

 

When Disaster Strikes 

Suddenly, the moment is upon us. Rather than a large 

shipping container landing somewhere it shouldn’t, in  

our organizations this might look like: 

 

 An offsite storage warehouse fire / flood / natural 

disaster 

 

 A data breach 

 

 A subpoena/court order, leading to discovery/

litigation based on materials you would’ve, could’ve, 

should’ve disposed of in compliance with reten-

tion / disposition program ages ago 

 

 

In fairness, it’s not like Egypt was blissfully unaware of the 

shortcomings of reliance upon the Suez Canal. A 2014-

2015 project was completed to widen the canal and allow 

bi-directional passage in certain parts of the channel.  

 

More than anything, for me this was reminiscent of law 

firms adopting IG principles and programs in fits and 

starts — initiating momentum only to lose it the following 

year to budget cuts, pandemic disruption, or any number 

of reasons. A significant investment of resources went into 

the channel expansion project, much like many law firm IG 

programs — and yet significant vulnerability remained.  

 

How can organizations ensure, if not foolproof programs, 

smaller and less catastrophic gaps? 

 

 

Making the Investment 

Everything is heightened in the Suez Canal. The blockage 

cost an estimated $400 million per hour — astronomically 

high tallied across all 6 days in limbo.  

 

Though on a relatively smaller scale, the hard costs of  

long-term physical records storage can have a similar  

resonating effect on law firm leadership and partners.  

 

While annual spend is a crucial metric, sometimes it takes 

going a step farther to really resonate — namely, messag-

ing and analysis indicating just how much of the annual 

offsite storage bill is coming out of the equity partnership 

draw.  

 

InOutsource’s Cost Containment practice sees a wide 

range across our client base of how high that cost per 

equity partner can rise. Fortunately for our industry, it 

doesn’t take a global disaster to help the impact hit home 

with key stakeholders. 

 

Both short-term crisis remediation and long-term preven-

tative measures are going to require resources. Money is 

certainly one aspect that must be accounted for, however 

it’s not enough to get the job done alone. 

 



Skill, Creativity, and that Extra “It” Factor 

Without the moon, our global economy might still be 

bogged down by the Ever Given.  

 

It was not enough for machinery, equipment, and  

manpower in place executing on a remediation plan —  

a little luck from the full moon causing the high tide to rise 

above and beyond ultimately allowed the boat to re-float.  

 

In a similar fashion, whether your firm has plenty of  

technology or personnel investments (or is still building  

up its arsenal), sometimes these internal assets need a 

boost from the outside in order to spark momentum.  

 

When it comes to retention compliance, a seasoned  

consulting partner like InOutsource might just give your 

firm that extra lift it needs to overcome inertia, develop  

an actionable working plan, and achieve tangible results.  
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